
DESCRIPTION OF PURCHASE PROCESS 
 
Appleton Care, a division of Appleton Capital AB  
Erik Dahlbergsallén 15,  
11520  Stockholm, SWEDEN  
 
Acceptance of to buy ………. of …….. on behalf of buyer of ……………………………….. 
delivered to Buyer in …….. port by boat. 
 
Buyer are fully aware of the purchase process:  
 
1. Appleton Capital AB will send Buyer an NDA (Non Disclosure Agreement) and DPA 
(Designated Purchase Agreement) to sign.  
2. Buyer will sign this NDA and e-mail that to olof@appletoncare.com (or via buyer broker 
……) and okay that he will sign the DPA as soon as he reviewed the masked documentation 
& certificates and are happy with them. 
3. Appleton Capital will furnish Buyer with masked documentation & certificates so buyer 
could confirm he is happy with the quality of the product  
4. Buyer confirms documentation and certificates are according to specifications and signs 
the DPA and sends it to olof@appletoncare.com (or via buyer broker……….) 
5. Appleton Capital AB shows the unmasked documentation & certificates to buyer 
6. Buyer pays Appleton Capital …………… to Appleton Capital AB:s Revolut Business bank 
account depending which currency is being sent: 
* if USD, EUR or any other currency: IBAN: GB68 REVO 0099 6979 6738 60, BIC/SWIFT: REVOGB21 
* if GBP: Account Number: 55200729 & Sort code: 04-00-75 
7. Appleton Capital and/or partner company signs Letter of Credit (L/C) with Seller. The 
payment will be released when the Seller shows Bill of Lading, after inspection (e.g. by 
SGS). Then the transportation company and the insurance company takes over the risk.  
8. The Goods are being insured & shipped from Seller to arrival in ……… port/Airport.  
 
We are looking forward to cooperating with Buyer regarding this deal and other deals related to the 
Corona crisis and are aware that Appleton Capital have completed several similar deals like above, 
e.g. on behalf of the Greek Government.  
 
Respectfully, 
 

 
Appleton Care, a division of Appleton Capital AB 

  
Olof Andersson 
CEO 
  
Erik Dahlbergsallén 15, Gårdshuset. 
115 20  Stockholm, SWEDEN 
Mob: +46 70 875 9000 
olof@appletoncare.com 
www.appletoncare.com 
 


